PARAMETRIC FIELD THEORY
Typical of parametric couplings, which convert one particle into two.
In nonlinear optics, describes second harmonic generation.
In nonlinear atom optics (BEC), describes coherent dimerization.
New physical e ects resulting from this: SIMULTONS -coherent propagating atom-molecular solitons SUPERCHEMISTRY -stimulated nonlinear coherent chemistry. is the molecular formation rate. U 11 = 4 h 2 a=m 1 a is the atomic S-wave scattering length.
General parametric Hamiltonian
i ] .
i (x) -linear loss rate ij (x) -nonlinear loss rate.
APPROXIMATIONS
The Hamiltonian is just an e ective Hamiltonian.
Replacement of the actual interatomic potential by a -function pseudopotential is known to be only valid in combination with an ultraviolet momentum cuto .
If we could include the complete inter-atomic potential, we would have no need to treat the molecular eld separately.
The theory only treats a single molecular level.
Atom-molecule and molecule-molecule scattering processes are neglected in the calculations, except for certain loss processes.
Mean eld theory
Mean eld theory ( i = in free space (no trap potentials) no momentum cuto .
Two-particle quantum simultons
Simplest quantum soliton (simulton) is a di-boson boundstate (N = 2), which has the form of a superposition state:
-a`dressed' molecule which exists in a superposition with a pair of atoms.
Solutions of similar form were rst discovered by T.D.Lee in meson physics (except using two fermion elds, and no S-wave repulsion) S. Schweber, Relativistic Quantum Field Theory.
Properties of exact solutions
Energy is bounded from below if U 11 > 0, -unbounded if U 11 = 0. In the limit U 11 ! 0, we obtain singularity and energy collapse. This is in contrast to the known mean-eld behavior of the classical energy, which is rigorously bounded from below.
QUANTUM SIMULTONS WITH CUTOFF
We introduce a momentum cuto ( k m 2 =a): By varying 1 (x) and 2 (x), can get a lower energy than previously.
The calculation makes use of the known result that the classical Hamiltonian is always bounded from below, and the bound is given by the classical soliton energy.
Energy estimate by Gaussian C-ansatz 
How does it work?
In PHOTOASSOCIATION: a pair of free atoms collide AND absorb a photon from a laser beam,giving an excited molecular state.
In RAMAN PHOTOASSOCIATION two atoms collide, absorb a photon and are stimulated to emit one, giving a ground molecular state.
Raman photoassociation can change the atomic scattering length. where parameters are calculated for the case of Rubidium dimerization using typical laser intensities and data from the Heinzen experiment.
SIMULATIONS
The simulations are carried out in two stages.
In the rst stage, we assume that only atomic species are present.
In the second stage we switch on the coupling for molecule formation.
We include additional spontaneous decay terms.
Giant oscillations appear in the occupation number of the molecules. 
SUMMARY
At low density, atoms couple to molecules in a particle-like way. For large momentum cuto , these have a point-like structure. At large density, and large couplings , the coherent coupling of two entire condensates is dominant -just as in nonlinear optics.
Call this a type of superchemistry in BEC. Can form three-dimensional atom-molecular BEC simultons. Could stabilize atom laser outputs coherent BEC nano-chemistry?
